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Abstract: This application note presents three approaches to track voltages between the supply rails. The featured circuit, also the simplest approach, features the MAX6819 power-supply sequencer which performs open-loop voltage tracking.

This design idea appeared in the June 1, 2006 issue of Portable Design magazine.

Modern microcontrollers, DSPs, and ASICs require multiple supply voltages for proper operation. With higher speed and better processing capabilities, the voltages and fabrication geometries of these devices have been scaled down to minimize power dissipation and die space. Many digital ICs are, therefore, susceptible to internal breakdown, if the absolute value of the differential voltage between the supply rails exceeds a specified tolerance during power-up or power-down. The resulting stress can damage the IC immediately, or it can introduce a reliability issue by remaining latent until a later date.

Various voltage-tracking techniques can eliminate this problem. For example, the system can control tracking at the power supply by measuring and actively matching the voltage-versus-time profile of each power rail (Figure 1a). In another closed-loop approach, a shunt architecture (Figure 1b) temporarily shorts the supply rails together during power-up and power-down. The shunt approach reduces power loss across the MOSFET during normal operation, when the MOSFET is off.
Figure 1a. This voltage-tracking architecture controls the feedback of independent DC-DC regulators. Note: The name of these terminals, and the way the control block adjusts the output voltages, depends on circuitry internal to the power supplies.

Figure 1b. This closed-loop shunt architecture for voltage tracking reduces power loss. Here the MAX5035 DC-DC converter serves as tracking controller.

A simpler, open-loop tracker may be adequate in some cases. A power-supply sequencer circuit (IC1, the MAX6819, in Figure 2) can be configured to perform the voltage-tracking function. Unlike the closed-loop methods, this approach does not short out the power rails or require the control of a DC-DC regulator's feedback loop.
Figure 2. A voltage sequencer (the MAX6819) forces the core and I/O voltages to track by controlling the n-channel MOSFETs simultaneously.

The core and I/O supply voltages are off when the MOSFETs are off (Figure 2). Then, as the voltage monitored at SETV exceeds its threshold, an internal charge pump generates a voltage (GATE output) that enhances the gates of the n-channel MOSFETs simultaneously. If the drain voltages of these two switches are within a few volts of each other, and if the drain currents are not too dissimilar, then the $V_{\text{I/O}}$ and $V_{\text{CORE}}$ voltages ramp up together as their common gate voltage rises (Figure 3). The differential between the rails is about 200mV, caused by a slight difference in gate turn-on voltages for the FETs used. To increase the ramp time, you can add a small capacitor at the GATE output ($C_{\text{OPT}}$) to decrease the slew rate.

Figure 3. This scope photo illustrates the tracking of $V_{\text{I/O}}$ (upper trace) and $V_{\text{CORE}}$ in the circuit of Figure 2, where $V_{\text{I/O}} = 3.3V$, $V_{\text{CORE}} = 1.8V$, and both loads are adjusted to 1A.
The Figure 2 circuit can also monitor the supply voltages. If the 3.3V rail falls below about 2V, or if the 1.8V rail falls below the threshold set by the R1/R2 voltage-divider, the GATE output goes low and turns off both MOSFETs. Resistors R1 and R2 determine the actual shutoff level. (The values shown monitor the 1.8V rail.) You can turn off the circuit by pulling the enable input (EN) low.

As a bonus, the circuit automatically "retries" after responding to a shorted load. If the short appears to the right of the dotted line ("A" in Figure 2), the collapse of either or both supplies opens the switches and disconnects both loads from the supply voltages. The formerly shorted power rail returns, and a 200ms delay built into the MAX6819 again closes the switches to test the load after the delay. This load testing continues at 200ms intervals until the short disappears or until the supplies are turned off.

### Related Parts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Availability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAX5035</td>
<td>1A, 76V, High-Efficiency MAXPower Step-Down DC-DC Converter</td>
<td>Free Samples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX6819</td>
<td>SOT23 Power-Supply Sequencers</td>
<td>Free Samples</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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